Case Study: Addressing a Proposed Marine Protected Area
Using Industry Data and Deckhand™ Logbook
Executive Summary
The South Eastern Professional Fishermen’s Association (SEPFA) consists of 160 vessels
targeting Southern Rock Lobster in the southeast region of the state of South Australia (SA).
The fishery is SA’s most valuable fishery with a gross value of around $100 million. In 2013,
SEPFA and its members faced an existential threat to the fishery when the SA government
proposed a marine protected area comprising 46% of the state’s coastal waters, with 70% of the
rock lobster fishing grounds threatened. Fishermen had little to no data to present to authorities
proving the viability and activity of the fishery, and popularity among the general public for the
institution of marine protected areas was widespread. SEPFA quickly realized they were fighting
for the future of the fishery. Through collaboration with Real Time Data and their Deckhand
electronic logbook software, SEPFA was able to implement fisherman-driven data collection in
real-time and compel government authorities to adjust the boundaries of the marine protected
area. 100% of the fishery continues to use Deckhand to this day, as it allows fishermen to build
upon their own repositories of data while satisfying fishing trip reporting requirements.
Background
The South Eastern Professional Fishermen’s Association (SEPFA) represents members in the
South Australia rock lobster fishery. With around 180 license holders and approximately 160
vessels participating annually, this fishery generates around $100 million in gross product value,
nearly $200 million in economic benefit, and 1,200 full-time jobs. The fishery is prosecuted using
pot gear.
In 2013, the South Australian (state) government proposed a network of marine protected areas
comprising 46%of the state’s coastal waters. 70% of this proposed area included prolific fishing
grounds, vital to the southern rock lobster
industry. As SEPFA executive officer Justin
Phillips considered the consequences to
his membership brought on by the
proposed marine protected area, he
realized that industry had virtually no
industry-owned data proving where their
fishing activity took place.
Harvesters like longtime license holder and
skipper Joel Redman expressed anger,
despair, and frustration about the potential
imposition of new restrictions on abundant

fishing grounds. Many fishermen felt they were not being listened to; and sometimes, things
expressed by fishermen and the industry as a whole were perceived to be taken out of context
by regulators.
Additionally, public support for marine protected areas was strong due to the general perception
that fishermen decimate sea life, overfish, and damage the ocean floor. As a blanket sentiment,
any protective measures implemented to address these perceptions were generally viewed as a
good thing by the public. The rock lobster fishery was heavily-regulated, however, with
quota-based fishery management and strong science that proved the ongoing sustainability of
the rock lobster resource.
Case Evaluation
The absence of fishermen’s data was the crux of the problem SEPFA faced while attempting to
manage and work with the prospect of new marine protected areas. Beyond very rough, 50
nautical mile squares of map data depicting the fishing area boundaries themselves, fishermen
had no fine-scale visual data indicating
precisely where their critical fishing activity
was taking place.
Furthermore, industry believed that much of
the science used to underpin the case for
marine protected areas was, in fact, flawed.
SEPFA was aware of Real Time Data (RTD) and
their electronic logbook product, Deckhand,
but had not previously engaged on any level
with RTD.
Proposed Solutions/Implementation
Around the time that the state had moved to implement the new marine protected areas, SEPFA
and RTD’s business team, including founder Tom Robinson, engaged in a commercial
agreement to deploy the Deckhand electronic logbook product to 100% of the rock lobster fleet.
Primary objectives included:
●
●
●

Ensure that fishermen contributed to and owned a database of fishing data and
activities;
Implement real-time data collection for better fishery management;
Give fishermen the opportunity to build fine-scale, map-based data sets on a scale down
to the individual pot haul;

●
●

Limit marine protected area boundaries being set over fertile fishing grounds;
Leverage fishermen’s data to fight for compensation from the government for any lost
grounds.

As a secondary benefit to adopting Deckhand logbook, the state was willing to accept
fishermen’s electronic data as sufficient for an otherwise paper-based trip reporting system.
While fishermen retained ownership of most of their data, that which they were previously
reporting on paper was now being reported to the regulator using Deckhand.
Around 50% of the fleet had adopted Deckhand in 2013; 100% of the fleet was recording data
using Deckhand by 2014.
Results
1. Fishermen were able to successfully lobby the government to have the boundaries of the
proposed marine protected areas moved.
2. Fishermen now have eight years of fine-scale data they can use to their advantage in the
running of their businesses or in future policy discussions or challenges.
3. Major efficiency gains were realized as fishermen also began reporting electronically.
Reduced costs of compliance to fishermen, reduction in the need for government data
translation, and no more physical collection of daily paper logbook reports are direct
examples.
4. Using Deckhand enabled the industry to act nimbly through the China export crisis and
the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, the fleet was able to successfully roll over
uncaught quota into the next season, which would have not otherwise been possible
without real-time logbook data to monitor impacts on the resource.
Conclusion
Fishermen in the South Australia rock lobster industry were among the first in the world to adopt
electronic logbook technology to help solve an immediate threat to the future of the industry.
With a solid foundation of fine-scale data provided by a willing fleet, fishermen had a seat at the
table for an impactful policy decision surrounding marine protected areas. Additionally, use of
the software afforded the industry the opportunity to work directly with fishery managers on
other issues, such as industry-endorsed electronic reporting, the China export crisis, and quota
management.
Opportunities for associations to leverage electronic logbook technology for similar initiatives,
regardless of fishery or region, are immediately accessible using a tool like the Deckhand
platform.

